Why I Came West

In this searching memoir, Rick Bass
describes how he first fell in love with
theWest as a landscape, an idea, and a way
of life. Bass grew up in the suburban
sprawl of Houston, attended college in
Utah, and spent eight years working as a
geologist in Mississippi before packing up
and heading west in pursuit of something
visceral and true. He found it in the remote
Yaak Valley of northwestern Montana,
where despite extensive logging, not a
single species has gone extinct since the
last Ice Age. Bass has lived in the Yaak
ever since, a place of mountains, outlaws,
and continual rebirth that transformed him
into the writer, hunter, and activist that he
is today. The West Bass found is also home
to deep-rooted philosophical conflicts that
set neighbor against neighbor disputes that
Bass has joined reluctantly, but necessarily,
to defend and preserve the wilderness that
he loves.

When I Came West [Laurie Wagner Buyer] on . *FREE* shipping on qualifying offers. As a young college student in
the early 1970s, Laurie WagnerWhy I Came West is his attempt to redefine himself as a writer and family man relative
to his all-consuming crusade to gain a permanent wilderness The title of this memoir is somewhat misleading: despite
early chapters on Basss journey from his childhood home, in Texas, and his years as In the summer of 1987, nature
writer Bass stumbled into the Yaak Valley in northwestern Montana and fell in love. A native of Houston, BassBuy
How I Came West, and Why I Stayed: Stories by Alison Baker from Amazons Fiction Books Store. Everyday low prices
on a huge range of new releases and Why I Came West: A Memoir By Rick Bass Houghton Mifflin, 238 pages, $24.
Rick Bass new book Why I Came West is subtitled A Memoir,Why I Came West Paperback July 8, 2009. In this
searching memoir, Rick Bass describes how he first fell in love with theWest as a landscape, an idea, and a way of life.
He found it in the remote Yaak Valley of northwestern Montana, where despite extensive logging, not a The Paperback
of the Why I Came West by Rick Bass at Barnes & Noble. FREE Shipping on $25 or more!A poignant look at the
thirty-year journey of one of our countrys great naturalist writers, Why I Came West explores how Rick Bass fell in love
with the mystique ofHow I Came West, and Why I Stayed [Alison Baker] on . *FREE* shipping on qualifying offers.
This classic Chronicle book remains available as aWhy I Came West. By Rick Bass. New York: Houghton Mifflin,
2008. 238 pages, $24.00. Reviewed by Paul Bogard Northland College, Ashland, Wisconsin For Bookmarks has not yet
published a review of this book. We may do so in the future in the meantime, please see the other review sources to
theBass has lived in the Yaak ever since, and in Why I Came West he chronicles his transformation into the writer,
hunter, and environmental activist that he isAmazon??????Why I Came West??????????Amazon?????????????Rick
Bass???????????????????????Why I Came West: A Memoir [Rick Bass] on . *FREE* shipping on qualifying offers. In
this poignant look at the thirty-year journey of one of ourWhy I Came West has 147 ratings and 27 reviews. In this
poignant look at the thirty-year journey of one of our countrys great naturalist writers, Rick BHow I Came West, and
Why I Stayed has 44 ratings and 6 reviews. Gabriel said: Honestly only liked 2 out of the 13 short stories. Clearwater
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and LatissimuHow I Came West, and Why I Stayed: Stories. Alison Baker, Author Chronicle Books $12.95 (192p)
ISBN 978-0-8118-0324-3
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